Newsle er - May, 2022
Visit us at SCPOA.info

Spring me is here. So is our ﬁre season. Between
April and May, possibly June, is our me to do all
the outdoor work we can. Branch trimming, weed
whacking, brush burning and much more.
SCPOA can assist with chipping of limbs. Please go
to SCPOA.info and on the ﬁrst page see the SCPOA
Chipper Program to see how this can assist you in
making our area more ﬁre safe.
D id you know— Fishing is allowed at SCPOA’s lakes? Yes, but some condi ons apply. We follow State ﬁshing
guide-lines so you must have a valid ﬁshing license. All ﬁshing is catch and release! Small row boats are OK
to use as are kayaks. No engines / motors allowed. Also - if you bring a boat be aware that vehicles are not
allowed onto the common areas to launch a boat so it must be portable, and carried from a designated
parking area to the water.

Please note that none of the lakes have lifeguards. Always, enjoy the lakes with another from your
‘personal security’ for your safety. In other words— please have someone know when you are going, and
when you will return.
WOW! - Some drivers must feel like they are in the Indy 500 in regards to driving our narrow, bumpy, and winding roads. How many mes have you come
around a blind curve just to have someone swerve out of your side of the road
at the last second? This is a request, and reminder to please stay on the right
side of the road, not the le . Take your me. If you know it is a 20 to 30 minute
drive to town allow yourself the proper amount of me, don’t rush! Also—
when near the bridge don’t stop at the bends in the road at the switchbacks,
some vehicles need to make a wide turn to nego ate the road, so please slow
down and stop in a straight sec on of road if required.
For many of the associa on’s newcomers, and as we have been speaking of roads, please note that there
are presently three ways to leave the area in the event of an emergency. Two of the three we all know oﬀ.
Rock Creek Road, or Mosquito Road. The third is the northern road, again marked as Mosquito Road.
When going north on Mosquito Road the por on that leaves the pavement turns into the Eldorado Na onal Forest land. From there the road is dirt for about 5 miles, and then turns back into blacktop. This area
will bring you to the Wentworth Springs Road. Leaving west (le ) brings you to Georgetown, and the right
brings you to Swampy Meadows and then to Union Valley Reservoir. In the event of a northbound emergency event it may be easier to go le to Georgetown. Always leave an area when prescribed by law/ﬁre
recommenda ons and use their direc ons for egress.
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Tex-Mex Meatballs

(Thanks to Delish.com)
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